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Introduction
• Modeling of FEL in
Lab frame
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Boosted frame
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• Free-electron lasers (FEL’s) are a natural fit to
full E&M computation in a Lorentz-boosted frame
o Can handle any beam, undulator, seed laser profile.
o No numerical Cherenkov from relativistic drift.

• Standard eikonal approach ignores various physics effects
o e.g., backward wave, wideband/wide angle emission,
possible inaccuracies for extremely high gain
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FEL physics observable in Boosted-Frame E&M Code
(that is often neglected or incorrectly resolved in other codes)

• Wide-angle emission
• CSE for all undulator, e-beam configurations
o Emission from very short beams
o Emission from beams with rapidly-varying envelope properties
o Emission from beams bunched with “multiple colors”

• FEL emission from beams in multiple harmonic undulators
o Bi-harmonic (or even tri-harmonic undulators)
o Effects of adiabatic matching sections in undulators

• Backward wave emission
• FEL emission in waveguides where vgroup strongly varies with ω
(normally relevant to microwave FELs operating near cutoff)

• Properties of *extremely* high-gain systems (e.g., LG/λu < 5)

Warp input scripts developed to study
various FEL test problems
• Coherent spontaneous emission (CSE) by single bunch (“super e-”)
• CSE from long beam pre-bunched at resonant and sub-harmonic λ
• Multi-frequency emission from “bi-harmonic” undulator
• High-gain FEL amplifier seeded by external radiation
• Effects of “lattice matching” ramp in undulator strength

Boosted-Frame Method Applied to FELs
• Static undulator
o code applies Lorentz-transformed undulator fields analytically

• Ponderomotive frame ( <vz> = 0) upshifts undulator virtual photons
& backward wave, downshifts forward-going FEL radiation
2
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• Undulator shortened by γT, e-beam lengthened by γT
*
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• Outside undulator, e- move forward in z at z
w
w)
o Inside undulator, vz* transformed to transverse wiggle motion

• External seed
€ radiation (if any) emitted with virtual antenna;
absorbing boundary conditions everywhere
€
• For simplicity with initial testing:
o 2-D planar for most initial tests (~2008-09), later tests done in 3-D (~2010)
o To eliminate knowing initial Coulomb fields, replace e- beam by net chargeneutral [e- + e+] beam. This presumes space charge fields in undulator
arising from microbunching are unimportant.
This was just for testing: Warp can model non-neutral beams!

Demonstration of modeling a toy 2-D FEL problem
with the BF Method
- e- and e+ beams
o current: 160kA
o energy: 76MeV (γ≈150)
- wiggler in lab frame:
o period: 43.6cm
o field: 37.5mT
- seed pulse (in bucket frame):
o wavelength: 4.3mm
o length: 12.cm
o Max electric field: 1.e6V/m

seed pulse wiggler field

beam

T=0

amplification

Calculation required 1000 time
steps in the “bucket” frame
(performed on a 2010 laptop).
In the lab frame, the same
calculation would have required
1000x2γT2≈45,000,000 time
steps.

End simulation

End simulation

Speedup ≈ 45,000

Backward emitted wave is neglected in eikonal approximation: we get more physics!
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BF Method Naturally Resolves Forward & Backward Waves
Undulator
Initial configuration
microbunch

undulator

200 nm = FEL resonant
wavelength in lab frame
γ=255 ; aw=0.2
λu=2.5 cm
γt=250 ; λF = 0.1 mm
Δx = 250 µm; Δz = 50 nm
cΔt = λF /24

backward
radiation

In boosted frame, forward and
backward waves have essentially
identical strength.
In lab frame forward wave
boosted by 2γT, backward wave
reduced by 2γT
microbunch
forward radiation

BF simulation resolves full wiggle motion, allowing direct
angular resolution of even & odd harmonic emission
Emission spectrum from ultrashort bunch in constant period undulator;
2nd harmonic quite strong relative to fundamental

On-axis
X=0 mm

Harmonics
3 5 7 9

Off-axis
X=1.25 mm

2nd harmonic

λυ=2.5 cm ; λΡ=5 µm ; γ = 75 ; aw=1.12
λΦ=500 µm; 1.25 µm pulse length
Diagnostics at z=0.05 m in BF, (~2.5 m in lab)

X=2.5 mm

BF FEL simulation can determine harmonic emission properties
associated with a very rapid change of undulator field
8 high-current bunches
in a 20-period undulator
with a 4-period linear
ramp in z
Radiation electric field snapshot:
FEL fundamental predominantly
produced from center region of
undulator, 2nd harmonic from
entrance and exit ramp regions
2nd harmonic emission is
associated with magnetic field
ramp at entrance and exit of
undulator

BF Method can directly compute time & spatial structure of
emission by a sub-harmonically prebunched e-beam --- 1
Sub-harmonic bunches
backward FEL wave

Forward FEL wave

Base parameters: λR=200 nm ; γ=353.6 ; λu=2.5 cm ; λMOD=1200 nm (6 ⨯ λR)
εN = 0.1 mm-mrad ; bunching in pi/2 at 200 nm every 6th period; 1 A over 60 λR

Direct Computation of CSE at Multiple Harmonics from
Subharmonically Pre-Bunched Beam --- 2
z=15 cm

z=45 cm

Base parameters: λR=200 nm ; γ=353.6 ; λu=2.5
cm ; Lu =50 cm; <I>=1A; εN = 0.1 mm-mrad ; prebunched over 50 nm every 1200 nm (6X λR);

z=25 cm

z=55 cm

Results show subharmonic sidebands quickly damp in z
relative to growing fundamental

z=35 cm

z=65 cm

BF Method can model arbitrarily complicated undulator geometries
with multiple spectral components
Biharmonic “Double” Undulator
Effects on Emission from a PreBunched Beam

Electric field spectrum
360 nm

Base parameters:
γ=559; εN = 0.1 mm-mrad
60-cm undulator; 7.5-cm ramp
1080 nm

UND-1: aw=2; λw=2.5 cm ;
(λR=200 nm)
UND-2: aw=2 ; λw=7.5 cm ;
(λR=600 nm)

201 nm

For effective aw= 2.82 = sqrt(4 + 4),
λR=360 nm for λw =2.5 cm ;
1080 nm for λw=7.5 cm
Run 1 (red): λMOD=200 nm
Run 2 (blue): λMOD= 353 nm
Bunching modulation over 1/8th period

• presence of 2nd undulator field shifts radiation to red
• resonant wavelengths ∝ (1 + aw2(1) + aw2(2) )
• simultaneous emission due to separate wiggle motion
components of both individual undulators
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Summary
• BF Method easily adapted to full E&M numerical simulation of a
single-pass, amplifier FEL
• Relative to lab frame E&M PIC, Δz & Δt can be increased by factor
γ/(1 + aw2)1/2 ≳ O(1000) for x-ray FEL’s; undulator length / O(1000)
☛ Net computational speedup ~ O(1,000,000)

• Method allows direct study of complicated undulator geometries,
off-axis harmonic emission, sub-harmonic bunched beams, super
high-gain schemes, ultrashort bunches, etc.
• Relative to common eikonal methods, required BF time step
drastically shorter; required memory for numerical grid vastly larger
• Moving window, PSATD, restricted azimuthal mode decomposition
(e.g. FBPIC) may significantly reduce grid memory requirements for
3D BF FEL simulation
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Questions
• How can full PIC BF be of benefit to the field?
o Benchmarking of reduced models?
o Modeling of non-standard, complex designs?

• What developments could be beneficial?
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Wavelength, grid & time step scalings
• λR, λu => λ*u = λu /γT

=

λ*R = λR ⨉ 2 γT

≡ λF

• Δz ≲ λF / 20 to reduce numerical phase error, resolve 3rd harmonic
• Δt ≤ Δz /c for Courant condition
• Zsim ~ 2Lu/ γT for short beam; ~ Lu/ γT + γT lb for long beam presuming
a fixed window
o For e-beams many slippage lengths long, it is most efficient to use a moving
window containing the full undulator (only a slippage-length portion of the ebeam is present at a given t)

• Δx, transverse boundary requirements similar for both BF and
eikonal simulations
• Relative to normal EM code, Δz, Δt each can be increased by γT
• Relative to eikonal code, Δz effectively smaller by factor ⋍ λu /LG
effective Δt smaller by a factor ⋍ 10 ⨉ ω/Δω ~ O(103 – 104)

